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THS STABILITY OF TH* FAT 2MULSI0* IK CREAMS
INTRODUCTION
The butterfat in bottling oreame exists normally in
a fairly stable emulsion. There are mony factors which de-
stabilize this emulsion and cause the fat to separate and rise
to the surface a* butter oil. ffhen partially destabilised
cream is used in coffee, the separated fat rises easily to the
surface and a layer of fdisteninp plobulee is seen which is
objectionable to some people. This phenomenon, when it occurs
in cof fee, is referred to by dairymen aa "oilinsc-off* . Through-
out the discussion of this problem, the terms "fat separation"
and *oilin^-off* are used synonomously to describe the condition
of the emulsion in creams.
.Distributors of driry products who have lost s lee
because their cream oiled-off in coffee have become interested
in lenmine the causes of this condition. Dahle and Josenheon (1)
have found that "oily" cream used in ice ere- re mix causes poor
whi
-. inj? ability of the mix. The fact that some creams oil-off
and others <*o not shows that there ore factors somewhere alon^r
the line in the processing of cream that are destructive to the
emulsion md cause fat separation. Some plant operators h*ve
noticed that on d ys ^han the separating temperature has been
hi> h or when the cream was severly agitated over a Ion- period
of time, a considerable amount of oil will collect on the sur-
face of the cream in the vat. Others found that on days
—2—
when a large portion of tiieir patrons delivered mill: to the
plant frozen, the resulting cream oiled-off badly.
This work isas undertaken in an attempt to find out
at ghat stages in the handling and processing of cream it
might become destabilized.
Accordingly a test to measure quantitatively the
extent of oiling-off was devised and used as the standard
to carry out the following program
A* Effect of freezing of the milk to be made
into cream.
B. Effect of partial churning of the milk in
transit from the farm to the plant.
0. Effect of various processing methods in the
plant from separating to ooolin
D. Effect of partial churning of cream in transit.
E. Sffeot of handling by the distributor and con-
sumer.
F. Other effects such as horaogeni2&tion >*>.nd add-
ition of salts to the oreaa were studied.
For the most part th3 results obtained in this -sork
sere obtained under actual operating conditions at cream man-
ufacturing plants and city botMing plants—not under labor-
atory conditions.
—i5 •»
HWIEW OF PREVIOUS U'OUK
At the time of this study no literature had been
found dealing directly with the subject of oiling-off in
creams.
Dahle and Josephson^
, while learning that there is
a direct relationship between the whipping ability of ice crean
and the degree to which the mix oiled-off, noticed that cream
testing 653 and above oiled-off. They explained that there is
a possible wearing amy of the fat globule nerabrane during
separation* They also suggested a test for '.measuring the ex-
tent of oiling-off in creams and ice cream nixes. Fifty c.c.
of crean or ice cream mix were placed in a 50 c.c. graduated
cylinder, allowed to stand a few hours, then the oil layer was
recorded directly in cubic centimeters.
gomtser^did considerable trerk on cream "plugs",
t&ny of the reasons he gave for the causes of the formation of
cream "plug* apply indirectly to the problem of oiling-off in
cream. Upon analysis of the plug Sonmer found, by using the
riierosoope, that the fat globules had coalesced and lost their
identity to a pronounced degree. Although Soraner did not men-
tion the fact, cream which has been destabilized to this extent
oils-off badly. The reasons given by 3onr?er as the causes of
cream plug formation, and which incidently cause oiling-off, are:
1. Agitation of the milk at the farm and in transit.
2. Severe agitation and heat during processing.
3. Agitation of crean in separating.
4. Freezing of milk and cream.
CJvTBLCHOJIT OF A SUITAS1E MJ3A3URK OF QILI2I3-OFF
Before much progress could be raade with a sclent iflc
investigation of this problem a suitable test for measuring
the extent of fat separation or oiling-off had to be developed—
-
a test ^hieh would eliminate the human factor of judgement ae
to whether a creara oiled sli ;htly, medluia* or badly* The
ultimate test, of course, is actually to use the cream in coffee.
Such a test is suitable for routine laboratory examination, but,
in studying the destabilizing effects on the butterfat emulsion
of a batch of cream as it underwent various plant processes,
transportation, consumer handling etc., a finer test was desired.
Accordingly experiments were undertaken to develop a
simple effective test which would accurately indicate the degree
of fat separation. A discus? ion of these tests follow©.
Hot .ater Test
It Is not necessary to use coffee in order to gain a
rou -rii idea of the extent of oilin --off. Laboratory technicians
commonly pipette one o»c« of oreari into 100 e.c. of hot water
(160°-S00°F) in a 100 e*e* beater, then observe the surface of
the mixture using a shaded electric light. The globules of oil
on the surface will glisten under the light. Using a numerical
standard for grading, a badly oiled creaa is usually called 4;
a good cream 0» Half points arc not employed. Such a teat,
however, is open to the human error of Judgement, and is not
exact enou{&, for instance, to measure the snwll amount of oil
produced when milk is separated at 1£0°F. instead of 85°F»
The r&crosoopic Teat
An attempt was made to employ the microscope to
ascertain quickly the extent of oiling-off , but this was un-
successful. ?orty per cent cream was diluted 1 to 100 and a
suraee observation of this dilution was made under the micro-
scope using the htr* and lot? powers* Ho correlation could be
found between elumpin and alHiyn tfff« Broken and enlarged
fat globules could he easily detected, but no standard could
be set up to grade the degree of oiling-off • This method was
discarded alone tilth the hot water test*
The 3ther Test
On the theory that ether will extract the separated
fat of the cream emulsion and not the emulsified fat, a 50 c.c.
sample of a badly oiled 40 per cent cream was mixed with 100
Z
c*c* of petroleum ether, shaken gently, and the ether decanted*
The sample ©as allowed to stand until the remainder of the ether
layer had evaporated, then checked by the Babcock Test for butter-
fat. Petroleum ether was used because of its extreme immisel-
Y
billty with water* Sthdether woul<3 have a tendency to extract
some of the water and concentrate the cream to a higher butter-
fat percentage* However, the cream still tested 40 per cent
after this treatment with ether* so the method was discarded*
binding the amount of fat in the d< canted ether would have com-
plicated the test and defeated the objective of a simple effect-
ive test for measuring the extent of oiling-off •
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The M* S. C. Centrifugal Test
The test which was finally adopted and used as the
basis of this thesis was called the M,S*G* Test because it was
developed as a part of this Investigation in the dairy labor-
atories of the Massachusetts State College. It is based on the
knowledge that separated fat which has broken away from the
normal emulsion of cream will rise faster than globules in
emulsion* According to Stoko's law, the rate of rise of a
sphere through a liquid is directly proportional to the square
of its radius. The separated fat is in masses larger than an
ordinary globule* It was found that the best way to trap this
separated fat or oil so that it could be measured quantitatively
was to use a 3ki??: test bottle and a centrifuga. After much ex-
perimentation the following test was worked out.
1* One c.c, of cress* is pipetted into a skim milk
test bottle. The skim ni lk test bottle used should be of the
type with the stem extendi:' : down into the bottle proper to
within one-half inch of the bottom. The stem should have no
side hole near the base of the neck aa in some styles. The
crean sample rust be thoroughly mixed and the one c.e. taken
out immediately so that the oil will not have time to rise to the
top of the sample.
2. Y/ash down the cream in the stem with water at
200°F* and mix by rotating when the water is one-half inch deep
in the base of the test bottle, then fill to the shoulder of the
bottle which is about one-half inch from the base of the neck.
-7-
3* Centrifuge in a hosted Babcock machine for
nositively no longer than ten seconds after the machine has
reached speed. If the sample ia whirled longer than ton sec-
onds a pluo will form which Is hard to put back into suspension
and the particles will clog the neck.
4. Remove the bottle from the centrifuge and tap
the side of the bottle to break the very thin film which has
formed* Do not agitate*
5, f&w add water again at 200<>?. and bring the
column sell up into the neck*
S. Centrifuge for five minutes*
7. Read the oil layer directly in hundredths as
soon as removed from the hot centrifuge.
K© attempt waa made to figure out the percent ago of
oil separated from the cream. It ms felt that using the one-
hundredth gradations on the neck of the skim test bottle as
an arbitrary standard was more simple and direct*
Occasionally part of the oil layer is cloudy with a
Tery thin layer of clear oil on top. In this case the line
of demarkation is between the opaque and the cloudy
part of the
layer. The true oil layor then is the sum of the cloudy
and
clear oil*
The test was tried out under practical conditions
by
three different laboratories in Boston before being
used as
the basis of this thesis, k little difficulty was
encountered
at first because the operators did not follow
directions care-
—
G-
fully. liowever, duplicate result 3 were obtained In all the
laboratories when conditions of time, temperature, and manipu-
lations were fully understood and carried out, as a result of
these laboratory tests, it was found that the pain disadvantage
to the test is its exactin; technique* The operator must apply
himself intelligently and pay strict attention to the technical
details, or the results will not be accurate. For instance, in
the beginning, if the one c.c of cream is not pipetted out
immediately after mixing the sample the results will show less
than the true anount of oil because the oil rises fast and the
one c.c. is usually drawn from the middle of the sample.
Similarly, if the cream sasE>lo is not agitated at all before
drawing out the one c.c. the raajor portion of the oil vshioh is
naturally on the surface will be missed. Considerable diffi-
culty in obtaining duplicate results was encountered during the
early stages of the development of the test because this fact
was not realized. :q differ nee in results was noted when hard
or soft water is used.
The M.3.G. Centrifugal Test, in spite of the disad-
vantage just discussed was found to be the method beet adapted
to this work. It was necessary to have a test sufficiently
sensitive to measure the amount of oil produced in the cream at
each step in its processing and handling. Gome of the various
methods used to preheat the milk and separate it into cream
were found to be destructive to the emulsion. Different ways of
agitating, heat in;, holding, cooling, pumping, etc. may cause
oiling-off. All these effects could b studied separately by
using the IM Centrifugal Test. The other tests mentioned
mm not sensitive enoush to use as a basis for a
scientific
investigation of this problem.
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The M.S.C. Centrifugal test Just described was used
on all samples to pleasure the extent to which the eaulsion of
the ereart had become destabilized*
The facilities? of thirty five country cream stations,
owned by l^w England Dairies of Boston, were used to study the
effect of processing methods on the stability of cream. These
different plants employed almost every conceivable type of
equipment and handling aethodo used in the processing of cream*
Mostly 40 per cent pasteurized cream is produced* :hen these
plants ©ere visited a routine systcrs of sampling was carried
out with the plant operating in its usual way, then operations
were altered to study different effects*
Routine Rline-run'' sampling was as follows:
A* A sample of cream was taken as it poured from the
separator spout* Label:
_cream
a* A sample was taken just before the beginning of
the holding period. Label: BBS*
C, k sample was taken at the end of the holding per-
iod one minute after the arltaters had started* Label:
D. A sample was taken as the cream cane off the
cooler or was being drawn into cans* Label:
"g^ln/?
These samples wc-r placed in the refrigerator and tested
in the afternoon for the amount of oil* This constituted the
usual routine check for oiling-off • Other samples were taken at
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diffe :-ent states of processing in the plants In ortfer to
study various effects; theae will be taken tip under the
disc -ss ion of Experimental Results. Data 3heet I srb the fora
used for recording observations necessary for the o reful work-
ing out of this problem.
In the country plants the following effects -were
studied relative to the deetabilization of the e.ulslon of
cre&tss.
A. Condition of the milk upon a rival at the ular.t.
B. Average test of railk separated.
0, :>eoaratin^ te?»peratuxee»
D. Agit tion due to an ucbalanoed separator bosrl.
5, Test of cream produced.
?. Temperature of cream s?hen st n-k.rdized.
G. 'iillc or ekira silk used for st- rdislng.
H. Treatment of creata ^rhlle vat fills fact.
1. Prolonged holding of cream at various temper-
atures.
J. Holding at pasteurising te-.pe racuree.
K. Amount of creani in v.t.
L. Type of vat. temperature of heating «?edi\t?3.
Type of agitation.
!!. A-it tioa during holding at 1**5° ?.
8. Pasteurisation temperature.
0. Type of p.aaps used for cream.
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P. Length of pipe lines to cooler.
%• Ooollng.
H. \ ;ia: of crea~. at 3«° r.
•3, A-. ;it-ition of cream in tr-: :sit from the country
to the city.
T. "reesin-; creati.
The following effects were studied after t e cream was delivered
to the city distributors.
Distributor's processing methods
A. Effect of preparation for bottling.
8. Sffeot of •'onogenisr-.tioa.
0. Effect of polling salts, gelatin.
D. Effect of acidity.
The follo !v'inc effects on the oilin/?-of of cream were studied
as it *?as handled by the consumer.
I. Method of aixijjg cream and coffee.
2. Alternate heating and cooliu by housewife.
As was explained in the description of the U.8.C.
Centrifugal Test, the one-hundredth per oent graduations on
the skim railk te t bottle are used as the unit of measurement of
the amount of oil in creams. It was fou id , . t r w orean freshly
separated usually filled only one-hilf of one of the spaces on
the neck of the skira test bottle. This sras recorded as .005.
The oil of cream which had bean severely agitated sometimes
filled four or five smcee on the neck of the skim milk tent
bottles.
This was recorded as .04 or .00. In other v»rds, the operator
should record the aaaount of oil in the nock of the hot tie ex-
actly as he wwld record the onount of fat if testing skim milk
for but terfat. Crean with an oillng-off reading of .03 and
above oiled noticeably- in coffee. Any croon as high as .06 in
oiling-off value would he unpalatable to particular coffee
drinkers.
In ord- r that a reader not familiar with the pro-
cessing of erean nsay better understand this work, it might be
wall to present here a brief outline of the procedure as prac-
ticed in nioet country plants.
Incoming miik Is weighed and sampled at the receiving
platform then shipped or pimped to a receiving vat. F oa here
the railk is puzaped through an enclosed preheater utoich heats it
to the rsolting puint of fat (about 90° F.) for efficiency in
separation. This preheated milk is packed through a separator
set to deliver approximately 40 per cent cream from one spout
and skin ailk from another, The cream flows into a vat where
it is heated to 145° F. This is called the "heating-up" period.
At 145° F« tho ore in held for one-half hour called the "hold-
ing** period. The cream is then either pas od over a surface
cooler and drawn into cans or cooled in the vat to 60° F. and
drawn into oena. Croats is usually aged in ice water over night
and ship ed to the city.
The fact that there is oil in coffee itself to begin
-13 ,
with has no hearing on this prob lorn. Ooffee was rot used in
the test for measuring the extent of dostabilizatlon. It is
©oil established that partially destabilized oraara contributes
the major portion of oil to a oup of coffee. Fresh black coffee
without cream shows no oil whatsoever on its 3urraee» Only
fresh coffee with no natural oil showing on the surface was
used in set tins- up the standard for decree of oiling-off in
this «ork*
Stottft, M-L-iT I -133-
Date_ Pl;.nt
Effect to be studied
Types of pumps
Location of pumps
tlow high pumped?
Where is gravity used?
Type of preneater?
Separation temp.
_
Tdst of resulting cream
When s tandard i z ed
m
Type of vat
Speed of bringing to part, temp.
Pasteurizing terap.
Length of holding period
Amount of cream in vat
f
Type of agitation
When and how long agitated
If cooled in vat, to what temp . and how long
Type of cooler
Length of pipe line to cooler,
(
Temp, of cream off cooler
;
Cream stored in ice water; cold air?
Final test of cream and acidity
Temperature of heatlnc, medium Coffee
Average test of mmmmt mm Test
Amount of oil in cream from separator
Amount of oil in cream before holding__
Amount of oil in cream after holding
Amount of oil in cream after cooling
Remarks
..
—
BXPERXBEHEfJ. RESULTS
ju aGimmor} or wttx. m 11 tmirm a? ooaimrr Huang mm m
srrsors on tbs fa? srrAiH&m of the tigmtxiio arts/at.
fable 0
Oondition of Xaooain fiIlk
tftV
|n Good mmiity»...
2« H(%> of milk aep<%rated had
been frosea. ....... #Q3
fHoauc e of the averse good quality of ailk re-
ceived at the counts*y plants at present, no condition could
be found Tahere a lasge portion of the MM| esilfc me of
hi$i acid content due to lactic acid. If such a situation
could be found it is not known whether the oreara would oil
badly enough to be noticeable In coffee.
Onus of fliilk only partly filled end snipped over
rou$i country roads from the fam to the plant ore subjected
to a partial churning and fre^ently show a layer of oil on
the surface upon arrival at the weigh et^nd. Milk which has
been frozen at the fana or in transit trill show considerable
oil shea thawed out at the mk$x strnd. Unless these con-
ditions appear in ft large percentage of the inoonln,- allk,
no bad results v&ll show up in the oreaa.
One plant which reported Ho percent (see table 0)
of its silk frosen on arrival at the wel ;h stand showed »03
oil (normal is .005) i» the raw cream frosa the separator.
The further processing of this oreaa only increased the
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fijmre to .Ok because this plant had an ideal set-up for man-
ufaoturinp creass from the standpoint of oilimr-off.
It is beleived that fre zinfr destroys the emulaion
of butterffit aoeordinp to the following theoretical consider-
ation:^
1. The ice crystals produce a form of aeltstion
in that they crowd the fat plobules together and pierce the
protein envelope allowine the fat to »er*~e.
?. k concentration effect takes place in the re-
maining serum as a portion of it free2ee, thus c ucinrr a pre-
ei itstlon of a- Its and a lowering of the PH of the unfrozen
portion. The higher acidity causes destabilization in this
case.
Table 0 shows that cream normally coses from the
separator with an initial degree of oilinr-off of ,005.
This was found to be the ainiaal value of raw creast separated
at #j?°F to 90°F, Ho oreact could be produce with a lower value
than this. Good quality, freeh raw silk tests 0 with the
M.3.G. Test. A frozen e^-nple tested .0^.
So theory is adv need as to why the fat in ailk is
destabilized to the extent of .005 after passing through the
separator, other th*n that there way be a certain portion of
globules merged by agitation or ,,peckinc•,, in the separator
bowl.
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3. KTTSOT 0? aSPARA?IHG MILK OF HIGH Oil W.I
mum*
liable I
Average Test of Milk Separated
Raw
1. *.7* milk separated into *50> cream.. .005
2. *.0£ " » rt • *
.005
Table I shows that when natural milk Is separated
the butterfat percentage seems to have no effect on the sta-
bility of the emulsion.
0, SFF30T OF WARATIHO TfflffKRATttOS AHD TYPE OF PHBHATKH.
Table IX
Separating; Temperatures
Haw
1. S5°F I.T. preheater
?. 90°F « * .005
120°? * 1 01'
h. lkOQf Barrel with paddle
.03
Table II points out that the first stage in the
actual processing of the cream can be detrimental to the
emulsion* As the temperature of the milk flowing through
the preheater It raised above 9Goy. there is an increase in
the oillng-off of the cream.
The internal tubular heater ( I. T. ) is so con-
structed that the milk flows through a stainless steel pipe
one inch in diameter and 20 feet long. The heating medium—
steam and water—is circulated through a larger pipe which
enoloses the mile pipe. The milk is at the desired tempera-
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ture an it emerges from the preheater and enters the separator.
It is believed that the destabilizing effect takes place in the
preheatOT and not in the separator, because when separating
temperatures of 120°F and above were used, the inside walls of the
preheater became coated with a precipitate of milk solids*
n&rrel preheaters are of several types——the funda-
mental principle being a barrel within a barrel with the heating
medium flowing between the walls and the milk flowing through
the innide barrel or vice versa. 3hen the type is used with
the milk flowing through the inside barrel, there is usually a
paddle enclosed so that all the milk will corse in contact with
the heated wall. The type referred to in Table II is of the
paddle type and the hl^h oiling off factor is due to a combina-
tion of agitation from the padr'le and a hi-h separating tempera-
ture.
The heating medium of barrel type preheaters is
usually steam. This gives a hi.;h temperature differential be-
tween the milk and the steam, which causes the deposition of
milk solids on the heating surface with resulting destabilisation.
0. SFi^CT OF UtmALAS'JISD 3SPAE&T0K
It was felt that agitation of the cream due to an
unbalanced separator bowl world have an effect on the oiling
off of the oreara. However, with the bowl running smoothly in
one case and with the same bovrl weighted with strips of lead,
laced between the disks on one side in another oase, the results
were the Ktut* with regard to oilini^-off
. An unbalanced
separator bowl is undesirable because of hi«-her fat losses
in the ekin mi lie.
S. 8FFSCT OF fCSf OF ORSAM PRODUCED.
Table III
Test of GTe~'.n Produced
Raw
Cream
1. 3eparstinp milk into 30$ eres-a.... .005
?. * • $Of - .... .005% * • « • 005-.01
1
? * W 01
Dahle and Josepheon^ 1 ), using- their rouses test
for raeaaurinp the extent of oilim*-off, (described on pape 5)
found thr>t orenae testing 6^ per cent and above oiled—off.
They attributed this to the gradual wearing away of the pro-
tein envelope srhile the rlobulee were in such close contact
in the eerigrator bowl.. With the finer M.ii.C. Centrifugal
test, Table III shows tluri destabillsation starts with &5
per cent ereara. For this work no ailk was separated into
creast higher th?m 50% butt-erfat bec«uee plant managers
objected to havinr their routine upset to thie extent.
F. 2FFSCT OF TSMPSRATfrRS OF CRSAtf MM STAJf£ARDI25D.
Table IV
Temperature of Cressa l#hen Standardised
before After
1. To kO* at 90°F TTOC)^ ' .00*>
P. "120°F 01 .01
i » » «i}5°r 01 .01
U. « • "lk5°T 01 .01
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In all the plants visited in the course of this work
skim milk was used for standardizing cream. Table /V. indioatei
that it made no difference whether the skim was added at 90°F
or at 1»<-5°F just before the holding period. The skim milk used
is usually taken right from the separator spout and is at a
temperature of about 90°F. Cold skim milk (lK)<>F) gave the same
result.
0. EFFSOT OF SKIM MILK OR 7/HOLE MILK FOR STANDARDIZING.
Table V
Medium For Standardizing
Before After
1. k.o> milk 01 .01
2. Skim milk 01 .01
For light creams (l6?o~30%) t the use of whole milk
is advocated for standardizing, because it lessens the chance
of serum separation which is objectionable in bottled cream.
So far as oillng-off is concerned, however, either milk or
skim milk may be used, as Table V shows. Exceptions to this
practice will be taken up in the section on "Distributors 1
Processing Methods".
H. EFFECT OF TREATMENT OF OREAM WHILE VAT FILLS RAPIDLY.
At oream stations in Vermont taking in 100,000
pounds of milk per day, two factory size oream separators
are in operation. A little over an hour is required for
one separator to fill a t-rsnty can spray vat. In order to
shorten this time, the cream from both separators is usually
turned into one vat. As a rule, when vata fill la half an
hour, cream operators turn on the heat and start heating to-
ward the pasteurising temperature as soon as there Is enough
cream in the vat to reach the paddle. It takes about &5
minutes to bring the oreara to the holding tesperature (l^OF),
so that twenty minutes after the vat is full the holding
temperature is reached.
Table VI
Treatment of Cream ;9hile Vat Tills Rapidly
Raw Before
Orgjin Holdin:.-
1. Holding cream at 90 F .005 .01
2. Starting to heat immediately. .005 . 01
The normal Increase in oil with this operation is
only .005. If for some reason the operator does not turn on
the heat until the vat is full (i hour) there is still only
an increase of •005 i» amount of oil (see Table VI). Cream
is never agitated while holding at 90°/ while the vat fills.
S. mWT OF HOLDING OF OHSAM AT V&RX0U9 TI3IFSR*
ATUHS^
Table VII
Prolonged Holding of Dream at Various Temperatures
Raw Before
Oream HoldIrk
1. Oooling to 50<>? held 3 hrs. no agitation .005 «01
2. Holding at 90oF I .005 , 01
3. M * 135°? for * • f*gitatie») .005 .03
h. • « 1350F • k I
.005 .oh
la gjaali plants wiwre the fttt* arrives slowly
dur-
ing the course of the naming, it lc often
necessary to hold
cre&a In the vat f*» t*o to four hours before the
vat is
full enough to start pasteurizing.
Baturally there is apt to be
a heavy increase in the number
of bacteria with a resulting
heavy load on the pasteurisation
process if this cream is held
at a temperature of
90°?. ^ avoid this difficulty operators
have resorted to many practices.
Some cool the cream to 5G*F
over a small surface cooler set
up between the separator and
the vat. The cream ie then
held without agitation at a cold
temperature until there is enou^ in
the vat to start pas-
teurising. the oil is .ol at the
beginning of the holding
paxiod *ioh is normal.
Other operators feel that the
pasteurizing process
»U1 Mil oare of the inoreane in
pterin and they keep the
ena* in the rat - the ****** W tmU1
.M^ to pasteurise. » this *.thoa is not advisable
ttorn the standpoint of the
future «ft£X» of the orea», it
aoe, not ham the eaulslon of fat in
the «•«, beoaus. the
011 faotor at the M|MM of the lolding period me nowal
at .01.
..^^ «„^4«r! out ?t some arears stations
A recent practice carried
a
*„e ore.,* to* he hold in the rat
for three to four hour,
hefore pas,»%». is to seep the oreas at 139* -O* «-
fine, mm* p«"tloa **
nora 8t a
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minimum, but is detrimental to the emulsion as shown in
Table 711. The combination of astation and heat built up
the anount of oil from .005 to .03 or from .005 to .04 depend-
ing upon the length of time the cream is held at this temper-
ature.
From the standpoint of quality and a minimum of oil-
ing-off when vats are slowly filled it appears that the best
method is to hold the cream at 50° F. until ready to pasteurize.
J. EFFECT OF HOLD HfCJ AT THE PASTEURIZING TIMPIR &TURE
*
Table 711
1
Holding at Pasteurizing Temperature
Before After
Holding Holding
3* Holding at 145°F. for 30 min. .01 .01
2. " " 145°F. n 40 min. .01 .02
3. " 145°F. M 50 min. ,01 .02
4. " n 145°F. rt 70 rain. .01 .03
In the cream stations visited, cream is normally
held for thirty minutes at 145° F. to effect pasteurization.
For the sake of experimentation vats of cream at fer/o plants
were held at 145° F. for periods of thirty, forty, fifty, and
seventy minutes each. At one plant spray vats were in oper-
ation; at the other glass lined vats were used. The data were
the same on both types of vats. The agitators were quiet dur-
ing the holding period, because it was known, as will be dis-
cussed later, no increase in oil occurs whether or not agitators
of this type ore in operation*
Examination of Tabla VIII snows that fee re is no in-
crease in oil during a thirty-minute holding period.
In son*
plants the cream is drawn directly out of the
vat and over the
cooler without first start ins the agitator
and mixing the Croats.
In this case the last can of cream will
contain considerable
oil, because this can will he the *WM which has been on top
during the draining of the vat and a good
portion of the oil
naturally rises to the top.
the amount of oil increases progressively
as the length
of the holding Period increases, ^e
only explanation presented
for this increase, since there is no
agitation and no burning
of the cream on the walls of the
vat is that a prolonged holding
of cream at such a high temperature
aa 145* F. is detrimental to
the casein flto around the globules
and merging takes place.
It might be well at this point to
present a few known
facts about the condition of butlerfat
and the factors affecting
it at various temperatures in order
to clarify the data described
so far and that which is to come.
Churning, shich is destabilisetion of
fee fat emulsion,
does not take place readily **•» the
fat la solid, for example
at 35 to 40 degrees F. » does extensive ****** take
place at
temperatures where the fat is fluid
which is about 90° F* and
above, fhia mak,s the range for
optimum churning at about 40° to
90° F. in the ordinary handling of
cream up through the stages
tbtsa far described, i.e. the end of the holding period, there
lies been no agitation to cause churning in this Ho°- 900 F.
range of temperatures
.
The creais is undistuTbed in the mte.
The evidence thus far prenented shows that there is no increase
in oil in the temperature range mentioned when croni is not
agitated.
Along the of 90P to 1^° F., heat < nd r^itntion
are applied to the crears, and since this is out of the optimum
churning r-inge li:tl estabilirution of fat should be ejected.
The evidence gathered bore out litis theory. It was fo-md that
the norpsal figure for oil at the end of the holding period
(IH50 F.) ie .01 if the cream had been properly handled and
iilk was of good quality.
However, as has also been demons tr- ted, prolonged
agitation and heat, or heat alone, even in this temperature area
where churning effects are at a -iniraum, can oauae oiling-off
to take place with readings as high as .04-.
It should be expected that on the downward temperature
ac le of the pasteurisation process wfrjBj the orcan is being
cooled from 1^5° to **0° 5'., destabilir lion si -hi take place,
'he creani again reacuee the optimum churning range while cooling
fro^s 90° to 40° F. if agitation takes place here oiling-off
ehould ooour. 3uch was? found to be the case (as will be shown
later).
From the foregoing discission of restilts one may con-
SB
elude that if milk which has been properly handled is separated
at no higher than 90° F.j that if the vats ere filled quickly
with eresra, brought to the holding tessperature of 145° F. in
forty-five minutes, and held no longer than thirty minutes,
there will be only a normal factor of .01 oil at the end of the
holding period. The following discussion continues with the
further effects of equipment and handling methods on the
emulsion of cress until the crean arrives at the city distri-
butors1 plant.
K. EFFECT OF ASJ0U1JT 0/' CRKAH III VAT#
Table DC
Amount of Cream in Vat
Haw Before After After
Croon i:o~cin ; ho11 in;-; Cooling
1. 20 cans in SO can Jteel Upray Vat .005 .01 .01 .01
2. 5 oans in 80 can Steel iprey Vat .005 .02 .04 .04
At the large cretin stations in Vermont where six or
seven twanty-oan vats of cream are separated every day, there
will often tinea be a vat at the end of the run contai nine only
four or five eans of oreaja to be pasteurized. A study of Table
IX reveals that when a twenty»ean spray vat had a full load of
erean the amount of oil developed by the end of the processing
run was only the normal «01# but when the sane vat was only
partially filled with five eans of oreaa severe oiling-off took
place. The oil Jumped to a figure of .02 during heating of the
cream to 145° f* and increased to .04 during the thirty minute
holding period. There was no increase during the cooling pro-
cess.
The follow!^ theoretical explanation is given for
these increases in amount of oili The heating medium (160°F. ) t
time to heat up, paateuri2ation temperatures, etc., were the
same in both oases, so it was not felt that any of those
factors would cause th© increase. However, it was noticed
that when the vat was fuil Tory little steam collected between
the surface of the cream and vat cover oaring holding but when
the vat contained only five cans of cream considerable steam
collected and the large space between the cream surface and the
cover was very hot. It is suggested that the heat affected the
protein film around the globules on the surface of the cream,
thus causing a breakdown of the emulsion. The paddles were
quiet during the holding period, thus giving the globules at
the surface of the eracra a fairly long exposure to the heat.
It would be expected that if the pad-lies were in motion
during the holding period the surface globules would not long be
exposed to the heatins and drying elements of the space above
the croon and there should not be such a large Increase in oil.
The large area of paddle blade exposed, too, would tend to cir-
culate the steam arid heat out of the vat and reduce the temper-
ature of the air above the eream. This theory was substantiated
because subsequent tests run on partially full vats of cream
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with the paddles going during the holding period showed that the
total amount of oil did not rise above .03.
This same trouble was experienced when small batches
of cream were pasteurized in large glass lined vats, and
was
even worse, because the thick glass lined walls exposed by
hav-
ing only a small amount of cream in the vat held the
heat longer.
Also the temperature of these walls is higher than
those of stain-
less steel vats because ft hotter heating medium is used
on account
of the thickness of the walls. Furthermore
with glass lined vats,
even though the cream is agitated to lessen
exposure to heat end
air at the surface, there is no exposed paddle
blade to act as
a circulator in the air space because glass
lined vats usually
employ a submerged propeller for agitation.
The temperature of
the air space between the cream and
cover of a steel spray paddle
vat during the holding period without
agitation is 170°P. With
agitation it is 150°?. A glass lined vat
without agitation is
1SQ°F; with agitation 175°F.
In any event, it may be conoluded
that pasteurizing
small batches of cream In large vats is
detrimental to the
emulsion of M and the cream oile-off badly.
L EFFECT OF TYPE OF VAT,
TEMPERATURE OK KE4TIH0 MEDIUM, TYPE
OF AGITATIO*.
Early pasteurizing vats used to
have hot water, or
steam circulating through the Jacket
a8 a bating medium, tttt
these types it was so difficult
to control the temperature of
the cream after it reached l^p°F that the spray model was de-
signed* Spray WbUm have a film of water flowing down the wall
on the inside of the Jacket. The water is collected in the
bottom of the jacket and recirculated by way of the steam waive
to pick up heat ag^in. Thus when the pasteurizing temperature
is reached the water can be shut off and a thermos bottle"
effect holds the crean at the correct teaperature. In old©*
types of spray vata the ste^m v*?lve is manually controlled.
If the operator is buoy elsewhere the heatinr aeditw ai'-ht rise to
200°F with fast heating and scorched cream result* The correct
teaperature of the heating medium should be 160°F. Modern spr?y
v^te are designed with thermostatic controle to keep the heating
medium to l60°F and eliminate the errors of personal control.
Hie injurious effects of hefttimr mediums of 190°F are indicated
in Table X. Oiliw*-off may ocour as high as ,03 and his/her
because of such fast heatinc. Full vats of cream were used in
this experiment. The same results were obtained with glass lined
vats.
Table X
Type of Vat
Temperature of Heatino- Medium
Type of Anritation
Haw Before
Cream Holding
1. Steel sor.~>y - med. 160®F. - slow paddle .005 .01
?. i * » " 190°F. - * » .005 .03
3. Olasu lined * lo0°F. - tjropellor .005 -01
4. » B ?1P°F. - * Wo data
5. « » " ?1?°F. - fast ,005 .0U
6
. Coil vnt 1 160°F. - slow coil .005 .03
7. « rt ?10°F. - « .005 .01
-?9~
Slow paddles or slow propellors ?ire ideal for agitat-
ing cream during he^tinfr. A. combination of a fast propeller ^nd
nij3i Ilea ting medium is injurious to the emulsion.
Fros the dnta on coil vats, it is apparent that the
amount of oil just before holding wr.a the same regardless of
heating* medium temperature, This woe true because of the differ-
snce in the lenrth of time to heat the cream the ?12°T heating
medium brought the cream to 1^°? much faster than the l£0°F
medium.
In the case of the eprey w&t with the slow paddle
(Table X) heatinp mediums of hirh temperatures are responsible
for the increased re^dinr. No dsts were obtained on
feet he^tinr
in a slow propellor *1hsb lin d w»t with the he*tine>
medium St
?1?°F. A combination of feet propellor and hirh heetiw. medium
in glass lined vats is detrimental to the cream
emulsion. Ooil
wats are injurious to cream no matter ho* they are operated.
This is elsurly shown in Tables XI snd XT.
K. EFFECT OF AGITATION KJStW HOLDITO.
Table XI
station Darin* Holding at 1^°F. gefore^ After^
1. Aritation - Steel aproy - Slow paddle
.01 .01
k s£ ».-it**ion - OlasB lined tm •
£ £itk"Sn - Jlttae lined - Fast propellor .03 g>
£ A^tJtiS - Coil -Slow motion *
J. So agitation - Coil
•» -°->
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Table XI shcmld. be self-explanatory . There ie no in-
crease in oiling-off during the holding period so far as glass
or steel vats are concerned, whether or not the agitators are
going, providing these agitators are moving slowly. Paddle
agitators have only the one slow speed, but propellors often
have two or three speeds and if the hieh gear is used, detri-
mental results occur. This is in accordance with the theory
that churnint? effects are at a minimum at 1^5°F if moderate
agitation is used.
The situation is different with coil vats, because
even with the slowest motion obtainable the cream is rather
severely agitated. For this reason and for others pertain-
ing to viscosity the coil is not run during the holdinsr period.
However, it will be seen that even with the coil idle during
the holding period the oiling-off increases from .03 to .05.
The reason for this is that the heat in?: medium is not
drained
out of the coil and the cream around it is scorched
with result-
ed destaoilization another indictment against coil vats. It
is difficult to equal^e the temperature of the water in
the
coil with the temperature of the cream.
M. EFFECT OF PASTEURIZATION TEMPERATURE.
Table XII indioates that oiling-off does not increase
during the holding period with temperatures even
as hi<rh as l60°F,
but that the increased heat and agitation necessary to
reach
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1$G°F and 160°F UWjtillWlUlim causae an increase of .01 In oil.
This decree (.0?) of oilinc-off, however, is not noticeable in
ooffee and, providing there are no further detrimental effects
to the oreaa durin;? ooolim?, hirh temperatures of pasteurisation
will not injure creaa from the standpoint of stability of the
ejauleion.
fable XII
Pasteurization Tesspemture
Before After
Holrilm- Holding
1. lfc3°F 3teel s^rsy - no .01 .01
eel.*"*ion
? # lr)0 F 3teel spray - no .02
Ion
3. 1&> F Steel s rsy - no .0? .0?
s.p-it^tion
0. SFFSOf OF OHjSaM PUBPS.
Table XIII
Pumps for Cream
After After
Haloing Cooling
1. Proper size centrifug -1 .0? .02
?. Oversize centrifugal 0> .u^
3tea» piston.. * ^*
sterna piston «
.01
.03 .0?
Creaa which is not fed by gravity over a
cooler is
pumped from the v»t to the to, of the
cooler—a height of
from three to twenty feet. With a
proper size centrifugal
putsp there Its very little aprltstion of the cream, with an
oversize centrifugal ptaap the oreass will be severely beaten,
but since the crears passes through the pusp at from iro°F
to 1&5°F which is i teaper&ture tuag* where churning effects
are at a Minimum, there is little increase in oil. Table XIII
gives an example of using an oversize puap on cream which h?.d
already been badly treated. The increase ie only .01.
3tes» piston pvsapB are ideal for punplnp creass from
the standpoint of viscosity. They are not injurious to the
esmleion of cream, in fact, Table XII (a) ehows that fot separated
by previous poor treatment to the extent of .03 has been re-
essulsified to the extent of .02 after passing through a piston
pump. This curious feature was observed a^in and again where
platan punspe were used until it justified recording as s fact.
It is sufr^eeted tM the piston pump has a weak hosofenlslnr
effect on the eamlsien. So decrense was noted when oilin*-off
was only ,01.
P. EFFECT OF LKWFW OF PIPS LIIS8 FROK PASTSURinHO
V&T TO
COOLER.
Table XIV
Length of Cress Pipe Lines to Cooler
After After
Holding Cooling
.01 «oi
. i " oi .01
2. 30 Ft
UA
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The observations on the length of cre»m pipe liner to
cooler were aade on the theory that the passage of oreara through
long: pipe lines night ohurn the fat or affect the electric charge
on the globules. If the charge were decreased the globules
would be aore apt to coalesce and the ahances of oilinr-off in-
crease. However, Uertens (5) f investigating the practical
aspects of cream rising, found that the oreaaing ability of milk
wae iap&ired by passage through long tubes. Applying this fact
to creaa it should aean that the globules theoretically have
hit h negative charge and hence re&el each other strongly, Such
a situation among globules would not be favorable to coalesence
and subsequent serving to fora aasees of oil.
In Table XI 1? the d#ta show that fat separation does
not increase whether the cream passes through five feet or
thirty feet of pipe line.
2FFSCT OF COOLING.
For reasons explained heretofore, moderate agitst-ion
in the temperature range of 1^°F to 90°F for a short period of
time is not detrimental to the fet essulalon of cream. Of the
two ooaeson ways of cooling cream——-vat cooling or surface cooling,
the vat method is th« only one in which excessive agitation occurs,
tfith v?'.t cooling, the agitators are set in motion at the end of
the holding period, cold or sweet water is circulated in the
jacket, and the cream is cooled to 30°F or 60°F and dra^n off
Into cane. In such cooling the drop In temperature of the
cream Is feet at first becsuee of the larpe temperature grad-
ient between the ore&si and the water in the jacket, but as the
cream temperature reaches 90°F and below the cooling becomes
slower. Prolonged agitation now takes place *ith the cream in
the churning ranre and oilintf-off should occur. Fast cooling
without aritation in the temperature area below QO°P should be
the lopiee*! way to correct this situation.
Table XV
Cooling
After After
Holding Coolim
1, Ourfaoe cooler - lar^e pipes. 01 .01
?. Cabinet w - 8ets.il 01 .01
3. Partial coolim? in spray tftt*
paddle .01 .01
K Collete • * •
paddle.... Oh .06
% Partial * * glase wat
fast propeller.... .03 .03
6. Complete cooling *
f.^.b^ pro^sllor* *•••••*••**«•••••••••
7. Partial coolin • • •
slow propellor. • ,91 .01
8. Complete coolinr in coil vat....... ,05 ,07
9. Takinsr cream off cooler at Uo°P. ... .©1 .01
10. * • f * 50
e1"...« .01 .01
11. Fre^iin^ ere** on copier, .......... .03 .06
The data in T^ble XV bear out theee conclusions.
Fast coolinr over surface or cabinet coolers after the and of
the holdinp period results in no oil increase. Partial cool-
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ing in the vat with agitation to 120°r before sending the cresia
over the cooler recite in no oil increase whether the agitation
is elow or fast. Complete coolinr in the vat, whether paddle,
propeller, or coil is used results in an oil increase usually of
.02.
As the data indicate, taking creaia off the cooler at
^0, 50 or 60°F does not seeta to affect oilinr-off.
Freezing ores© on the cooler destabilises the fat
emulsion to an extent varying with the severity of freesinp-.
In the particular case of the dat?» recorded in fable XV the in-
crease in oil is .03. Brine or direct expansion surface coolerp
gfcpa this trouble most frequently if not carefully controlled.
R, EFFECT OF AGING OaSAH AT 3g°F.
fable XVI
Aging Cream at 38° F.
t* 3epinnin^ 01
2. After 2h hours .01
3. After Ug hour? 01
a, aflttAfm of emAu x» than^t .
Table XVII
Effect of Transportation
Leavinp Arriving
Teaper.Mture of Creasa Uo°F Union Me . Bos ton
1. Full can of creasi shipped by train 01 .01
• » » • * * truck 01 .01
V. Oan h»lf full * * * ***** .01 .0?
h * » «« * truck 01 .^ J '
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?he te*3perature of the oreaa oa arrival at Boston
by truck wae ^8° F, That which ease by train was 42° y. tea*
ination of Table X?XI shows that full cans of orsaa shipped by
train or trwek exTjerienoe no oil increase. Ilalf cane ©hipped
by train do not appreciable increase in ataonnt of oil because
what agitation does occur , takee place at temperatures where
churning effects are almost nil. There is an iacreage in
amount of oil in fasts* shen half cane are shipped by truck
due. no jjijfci to a combination of nore sever© agitation and
a rise in teraperatnre toward the optimtsa churning range.
Ore&a with a reeding <** »01, when frotsa at temp-
eratures below 32° t« for various lengths of time oil©d-eff to
an extent depending upon the length of time frozen. Creams
badly frozen oiled-off far beyond .50.
Cm PW? pTUffffimP 0F <3BS4M ASO ITS 2FF16CT
OH TH& BOTTSHFaT EWULSIGH
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oity plant ymmimw of mmm ato ito wm&%
On THE iiUTTSH^/iT EMUL3ION
A. PKSPAHATIQH FUrt aOmiHa,
The aa^ority of city plants purchase their oreaa
from the country creaa stations insteod of separating it in
the city. This cream naturally is subject to all the condi-
tions heretofore described and ©ay be {^ ood or bed fross the
standpoint of oilinp-off depending u; on its treatment before
arrival at the city pl?«nt. Since the orema arrives pasteur-
ized and at forty per oent butterfnt ssany dealers aerely
•cut* it down to coffee creaass with pasteurized whole milk.
This is usually done with a minimum of arit^tion Mi handl-
ing. If the crean arrives in srood condition, for instance,
**t .01 oil and ie handled as described in Table XXI, the
resulting coffee ©rears trill be of r^ood quality as the data
indicates
.
If, however, the cream la aistreated as illustrated
in Table XXII, the final result will be a ereats which will
oil-off badly in coffee.
The Dahlber^ method of increasing viscosity in
oreaa has no effect on the oilinp; off as the experiment with
two creaase of different oil contents points out (See Tehle XXIII).
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Table XXX
IfllUl STUDIED* City Plant Processing
This city distributor buys forty per cent crenm from
Verasont and uses pasteurize* four per cent nil* for standard-
izing.
The forty per cent cresra is standardised to various
lighter creams in the filler. A hand stirring rod it? used for
mixing the cream and railk. There is no pumping no severe
afitation. Results are as follows
i
M.3.C.
Test
Uo£ Qtenm ••*••
3U4 Cream. 01
244 Cream... 01
22$ Creaa. 01
16£ Qre-a ***< *01
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Table XXII
SFFECT STUDIED! City Plant Processing
This plant buys forty rter cent pasteurized cre*ra fron
a cooperative creamery in Vermont and processes it
into twenty
per cent coffee cream ae follows:
A 15 can stainless ateel Bprsy vat with propellor
ap-it^tion is used. Fonr cans of cream and four
ease of ski* are heated to 1^5® K. in 30 minutes
and held at that temperature for 30 minutes. The
creaa M aritated with a feet propellor durinr
heating - slow propellor durinr holding - then
homogenised at 100 pounds pressure and cooled to
*&of over a water-brine surface cooler. Sorae
cream is frozen on the cooler. Heeulte as follows:
M.S.C.
Test
HO<- Ore-rfia «01
Oreraa - 2*1®. *01
Before holdim
After holding °5
After homogenizing »0?
After eoolin" *
RSUAHX3I Freezing on the cooler caused the
increase in
assount of oil after cooling.
•He-
Table mn
3FFS0T yrtPDIEDs. City Plant Processing
this latf?e city distributor btiyo forty per cent
•ma from Vermont plants, standardizes it to various lighter
ereaas «ith whole milk in larire slow propellor refriperated
v«ts. The eresm is then tre^teo* for isnroved body by the
Daftlberp aethod in an internal tubular system which reheats
it to m°f, and iEBsediately cools it to 3£°F.
HEistJLTSi
*fect"
(a) Untreated Wk creem 01
3(K« Qreaa, .01
20$ Cream 01
(b) tJtttreated ^0 Cream. ,03
30i Oreria.... .03
20% Crea/a. »°3
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8, SFFSCT OF H0SKM3MIZATIOH
Creams destabilised by the various factors affect-
ing butterfat stability during processing and handling can
be re-eraulsifled at city plants by horaogenization. This
process consists of forcing liquids under threat pressure
throufii an aperture of approximately .OOOU inch olearanoe.
The result, as applied to milk and cream, is a reduction in
the size of fat globules from an average of seven microns in
diameter to an average of one to two microns. The fat is in
a stable emulsion after this process and all separated fat is
re-emulsified. The data in Tables XVIII, XIX, end XX illus-
trate the effect of various t^pes of horaogenization upon the
decrease in extent of oilinc-off in creams. It will be noticed
that the hand homogenizer brinrre badly oiled cream out of that
range to below .03 which is the critical point where and above
which oil becomes noticeable in coffee.
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Table XVIII
3FKSCT OF HOMOiKfJlZATIOH 0?? OILIHQ-OFF OF CREAM
"Ilk separated at 100° F. usins a barrel type pre-
heater. Resulting orean tested 39 per cent and was immedi-
ately standardized with skia milk.
>;ATCH No. 1 A portion of the raw cream was cooled to W* F.
over a water-brine surfaoe cooler.
SATQH 3o
f
2 Remainder of creasn heated to I550 F. in 20 ain.
ueinp & **Q quart can aa a vat. Hand stirrer used - Held 30
min. and cooled to hk° F. over a water-brine surface cooler.
iik.'SGH o. 3 Portion of pasteurized product of batch no. 2
was homogenized at 1,000 lbs. pressure with the first stage
and 1,000 lbs. with the second stage, then cooled to F.
isA'fO'f Iflu I Same as batch no. 3 exoept that pressures were
?,000 - 1,000.
tiATOH No. 5 Same as batch no, 3 except that nressures wore
3,000 - 1,000.
Ooffee S.0«
Test Tent
Batch Ko. 1 f .02
« » 9 k , OU
* * 3 Trace Trace
* « k Hone Sons
* * 5 Sone T?one
Table XIX
KFFSOT TO as iiTUDISDi Comparison - Hosogenization
Colloid Kill - Hand Homogenizer
Uili separated Into **3 per cent creaa at 100° F.
ualns a barrel type preheater, then standardized to 31
per
clnt rith skim milk. Creaa heated to 1*5° F. in a
starter
caS in ?5 nlnutee. alow propeller agitation
during heating
and holding.
Batch ?*o, l-Control-passed over surface cooler
*°U
Batch SO, ^-Homogenized at 500* pressure
then over cooler ,00
Batch > " at 1000# 1 - • * ,00
Batch 1$o, ^— * at lp00# • - * *
Batch No, 5-ColloId mill 150# -
* *
-°°5
02
Batch Ko. 6-Hand Hotao^enizer
Table XX
SFHSOT to M STODISDs Hand Horaof?eniser
^llk separated into per cent cream at^ F.
uainr a barrel type nreheater. Cream standardized
to 30
Iti Lnt with fikia silk before pasteurization. Heated to
Itlo T. in 20 linute« in a etarter can. Slow
propeller,
ieatin* Ldiua 160° K - 9**™ and water mirfaoe cooler
uaed.
Batch :?o. 1 - Control-treatment a©
above
Batch 3o. 2 - Hand craulaor tmed be-
fore cooling *»3
Batch So. 5 - Hand eamlsor used twice
.02
0. KFFKCT OF ADDITION
0*' iiALTo AND CHuLATIH
laboratory teste oarried out on the addition
of
sodium citrate and lime separately to
cold pasteurized Mo
per cent cream indicated that these
salt, had no effect on
the emulsion of the cream.
The addition of gelatin to creams
did not prevent
badly oiled creams from olllnff-off
in coffee.
D. 3FF2CT OF ACIDITY OF
CREAK
ii eoaprehensive wrt was done on
the effect of
acidity of cream upon the stability
of the f»t emulsion. Re-
cords *ept by the laboratory
staff of Hi England Dairies,
inc. in Boston indicate that
cream from each country cream
station seamed to have a .articular
factor of oilinP-off
*hich varied little from day to
day. Creaks fro* plants hav-
ing similar processing methods
showed the same decree of oil-
in,. Variations in acidity
were not paralleled by variations
in the oilins-off factor.
HASBLIWG Of CRSAM A3 IT
AFFSCTS TKS STABILITY OF THB FAT eOJLSIOS
-U6-
Gommm HAtnsLiHa of crbaii as it
AFF30T8 RBI STABILITY OF HQS FAT S.VULSIOS
A. JSSTVOB OF Utiim 0R£»# IN OOFFSS.
Whether coffee la poured into the ftp before
the
cream or vioe-vewa. has no effect on the
oilinr-off appear-
ance of the coffee. For the
experiment described In Table
XXIV, a rrood grade of cream from the
standpoint of oiling,
was used because acre accurate JutfgWWl
oould be made with
a small amount of oil
on the surface. The table
ie self-explanatory.
». USTHOD OF IKSPXS'J CREAM
VKXUC BUM U8SD.
If piood creaai is held at room
temperature all day
it will develop an amount of
oil rery noticeable In coffee.
Cream kept in the refrigerator except
at seal time
does not deteriorate appreciably
in aaount of oil In three
days. (Table XXV)
msthod o? usxsa cksam 11 ooffsb
Coffee Test
CreaEJ Oil
WtKBSm of
Cream
feov.,. of
Ooffee
Creaa Before
Ooffee _
Coffee
;*»fare Cream
.01 F. 1*0° F. fllipht slight
.01 U50 F. ?00° F.
a «
.01 ?0«> F. ISO
0 F. « a
?o4 .01 195° fa
1 *
?04 .01 F. 165°
1 a
.01 F. 190° F.
« 1
?0£ .01 6«° F. lU0° F.
a a
creani.
Table XXY
XtfGRSaSK I* A«OURT OF OXt IH
fh« following results are typical of nine
obeerva-
^dl on t^HncreaBe in the amount of oil in varioustions made ™ ww* consumer. Cream was trane-
crefuae while oaing useow> *^^J aitwhwf on the morning of
ferred fro* bottl
-
tl
0
r5*S etc over a period of three
delivery and «as^ S5T•%3? hour at
ftteSSSes$ resr.*-
tiiae.
Fresh Cream
End of first day
Snd of second day
find of third day
test
?o*
.01 .01
.0? .01
.03 ?0?
.03 .0?
Fresh crea* which^^^g,"^
,hich was left on the table g^^XSatofovernight' showed
ture all day f**jg2g* % *5oin* the cream in the
.05 oil the nert ^rninj. Before pw
chest, it tested .0* oil.
*viB CMa rrj to besrln with was per
The 5^«tSL?^ uSl coffee cream. Acidity at
A suitable test for measuring the extent of oiling^
oft in cream was developed as part of this work and
©ailed the Centrifugal Test.
A cream which had a Mt&$ of .03 Mi above by
this oiled-off noticeably in coffee.
Ocmntry Plant Operation*
frozen milk ^hen separated into oreaa will cause
the crem to have an usstable ecr.uleion.
HI percentlgt of fat in normal ailfe has no eff-
ect on the stability of *t M i» th* resulting
Pat separation increases progressively as separ-
ating terapersfcnres increase above 90° F. i com-
blnattOB of a nigh. separating temperature and a
barrel type prebeater is detrltsental to fat stabil-
ity, kt a separating temperature of 85 to
90° ft*
cress flows froa the separator with a reading
of
.005 oil. mm is the minimal degree of oiling
off in rau cream.
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An unbalanced separator bowl does not affect
the fat emulsion of cream.
Separating milk into cream of ^5 P«* c«nt fat
and above progressively destabilizes the emulsion.
The temperature of cream at the time of stand-
ardization with whole? or skim milk has no effect
on the fat emulsion.
If vats ar« filled rapidly with cream and heated
slowly to a holding temperature of 1^5° *%t *
fte
amount of oil only increases to .01 from .005
which
is an inevitable increase for this stage
in the
pasteurization process. If Tats are filled slowly
and are held at from 50 to 90° F. for three
or four
hours before heatinp to 1*5°
increase is to
the normal reading of .01 from .005.
however, 1*
oream is held at 135° K while. the vat is filling
slowly the increase may be to .03 or .0*
depending
uPon the length of
time held at this temperature.
Prolonged holding of cream at 1^5° T.
progress-
ively destabilises the fat emulsion.
The pasteurization of small
amounts of cream in
large vate causes considerable
fat separation.
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10. ateel or ^lass-lined rate with slow propellor
or paddle agitation, and a heating medium of 160°
£ are not destabilising factore. However, a cow
* bination of hiah hentin* raediua temperature and
rapid agitation, or either one alone, will oause
considerable fat separation. Coil vats, whether
the heating aediuta is 160 or ?10° P. will aleo
cause considerable oiling-off during the heating
period.
11. Oreas stay or may not be agitated during-
the hold-
ing period when steel or glass-lined vatB with
slow
agitators are eaployed. Severe agitation during
the holding period, however, is harmful to the
e-
aulsion.
Cream in ©oil vats with the coll idle will
show
an increase in fat separation during the
holding
period.
Pasteurisation temperatures of 150° F. and
160°
F. will not cause an increase in
oiling-off during
the holding period, but the heat,
agitation, and
ti*e necessary to reach these temperatures
cause a
slight increase.
12. Proper size centrifugal pu»P«
for oreara do not
-5?-
destabilize the fat in cream. With oversize cen-
trifugal pumps there is a slight increase in amount
of oil. Steam piston pumps do not affect the emul-
sion, in fact, they partially re-emulsify separated
fat.
13. The length of cream pipe lines has no effect on
the fat stability of cream.
lk. Cooling cream in the vat was found to be detri-
mental no matter what type of agitation was used.
The temperature of the cream as it flows from the
cooler does not affect the fat emulsion.
Freezing cream on the cooler oaused oiling-off
to an extent comparable with the amount of cream
frozen.
15# Aging cream at low temperatures
causes no in-
crease in the amount of oil after forty-eight
hours,
16. Freezing oream causes a range
of oiling-off from
slight to complete destabilization of
the butter-
fat emulsion.
17. If the processing of cream
is carefully carried
out at country plants, the maximum.
and minimum or
threshold value for oiling-off is .01,
which is
I.
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*e*4had at the *a*i«*isg of the holding
period,
^stabilisation rill not occr beyond this p,i,t
if ideal methods are need.
City Plant Operations
inuijiiiiiiint »u> m oraKra rn^mrn to
11 ;hter MM with raw t*tt or akin milk end re-
jUttlWlUlill in city pV nto will separate
badly iB
ooffee.
Pasteurised HO P«r cent oreaa standardised
to
tar create *t*k postered milk or skim »il*.
« e-itated only «M*P to inmire an even llM^
will not increase in amount of
oil
2 . The !>ahlberg method
of increasing viscosity Will
not harm the ereara emulsion.
of creasu
h. Lirse, sodiun citrate,
and gelatin added to cold
t»s*aiirl«ad ore,. <Ud not appear to
be detriment.!
to the fat e«ul«ion. Ho
*ork *as done with these
substances a-.dad during processing.
5. The acidity of ore***
aaa»ad to toa* no direct r«-
mm&** to m d<H*ree of *********
Concttrie? P? c tioes
1. Ho r%**X difference e**M be
seen *h<m coffee
SUA cream were ^isod, aether cream
*ft« added to
ooffee, or coffee to cream.
2. The practice of pimm **«*» *» refriger-
ator between neala will not re
cult in an increase
in fat separation, bat «H at i*tt MM****
trtre any length of time -ill ******
in
co fee.
called to the **•» f t nt .any of «• ** *• If «
prooewlng a* IW*"* of oroao, *•» Is only
>
.
„, .,.1 ...» tne ««mtetl*e effoot of «» wall
. A- ,* *mr* of t:>e -.vrooesfilnfs to
lncrflases nay be •*»»** at
8ni
0S«9S the cren. to oil-off «-
"**»*
,.„„, It, end methods
of idling *u*t .11 bo in-
,„| lg,.1, „aed in order to WW iM «-» IWWM-
,» a ffllnlim-. » taxs. lnere,.Bae Wt« M any
.tone •** m the prooe.,eto; It «y *
»•*"** *"
oa,n-:e .anient or handling-M entirely.
--
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fhe followli^ section contains the
data sheets used at the country plants for
recording observations and experimental re-
stilts.
nate DBOBHBBR 10, 1936 ***** flM
Effect to be Studied **0$> of milk frozen upon arrival at Plant
Types of pumps Centrifugal - steam piston
Location of pumps Centrifugal to separator - piston to cool er
flow high pumped? . 1.5 Ft . ^
Where is gravity used? None
^
Type of preneater?_
Separation temp. Airtight cream gQ°F. - ordinary - 90°F.
T.'ist of resulting cream
When s tandarS
i
? ed Just before holding- with skim
Type of vat Spray - 20 cans ,
(
Speed of bringing to par.t. tef.p. Vat filled l£ hrs. - at lfr5°F in 2 hrs.
Pasteurizing temp. lh^u F
Length of holding period 3<? minutes
Amount of cream in vat cans
Type of agitation. Slow paddle
When and how long agitated 2 hours up until holding perfegd bpn-inB
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and h.ov r long
Type of cooler Cabinet sweet water
Length of pipe line to cooler 30 Ft»
Temp, of cream off C00lep__ 50° F«
Cream stored in ice -vster; cold air? Cold air - Ice packed
Final test of cream ana acidity i*0ft - 9.5 Acid
Coffee 1 , . S. C.
Heating medium - 160°F. Test \ Test
jj
Amount of oil in cream from separator
,
t «.Q1 v .
amount of oil in cream before holding . | B Q ! ,-
Amount of oil in cream after holding \ _0_±
i
Amount of oil in cream after cooling \ ..04
Remark s
-2B -
Date
.
Oct. 18. '26 Plant „ 413 —
Effect to be stU<Us4 Separating 50 # Ore am
^ P^ln^pfl Hoi di np; g
+ 1^°TT. Qyprsi7P ftrem
Types of pumps oentrigugal _
Location of r**r* before preheat er
before cooler
How high pumped? 4fjt-'_— — 1
Where is gravity used? none
Type of preaeuter? L«JLl
Separation temp. §5Jk
T.ist of resulting croaa, 42^ _
When s tandar -
1
1ed___„Jusjtjefore^JioJ^r^wJ^h
Type of vat_ ^ray^^ans _
Speed of bringing to pant, temp. JJEj
Pasteurizing temp. —~ . « ~-—
Length of holding period _ 50
min
.
Amount of cream in va-
14 cans
. ^ ,i slow paddle
Type of agitation . , Ui —
.* 4 hrs. to beginning of holdijagjp^od
When and how Jong agitated^ * 5 ==2
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how
long „
3 surface - brine - water
Type of cooler . ^±t— •
Length of pipe line to cooler,
50 F
Temp, of croan off cooler_ _ tJ~
Cream stored in ice wafers cold air?
.
... 39,5$ 11 acia
Final test- ^f eream ana acidity ,—_— \ ~. S. C
20 ft.
cold air
Amount of oil in cream from separator,
amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding,.
Amount of oil in cream after cooling_
Test Test
.01
.04
.04
.05
Date.
Oct. 22 '36
Effect to fee studied.
Plant . #18 -60-
Agitation During Holding
Vat III
^
Separating 45-/5 Cream
Types of pumps Centrifugal Steam piston
Location &f pumps.
How high pumped?__
centri. for milk - piston for cream
15 ft.
Where is gravity used?.
Type of prencater?
Separation temp.
none
I.T.
85°F.
T-Sst of resulting cream.
When standardized
Type of vat
45%
just before holding with skim
spray - 20 cans
Speed of bringing to past, tei'p.
Pasteurizing temp. ^, x •
lhr.
Length of holding period..
Amount of cream in vat
Type of agitation
50 min
18 cans
slow paddle
When and how long agitated. until cooled
If cooled in vat, to what terap. and h.or long.
, cabinet sweet water
Ty;ce of cooler
,
Length of pipe line to cooler
Temp, of cream off cooler^ 50 IT
00 ft.
Cream stored in ice vatpr; cold air?_
Final test of cream ana acidity
Amount of oil in cream from separator.
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding_
Amount of oil in cream after ccoling_
cold air - ice packed.
40 :/o ,10 acid
Coffee
Test
:;. s.
Test
.005
.01
.02
aOJ
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pat fi October 22 r 1936
Effect to be studied
Plant
Types of punps.
Separating cream
QMatel£SB£& - ateam Piston
Location of pumps.
39* high pumped?_
Cpntrlfu^l for mil* ~ plat.rm hpfore nnnler
Where is gravity used?.
Type of preaouter?
Separation temp.
Jz!
I. T.
65° U
Tost of resulting cream
When s tandard i 2 ed
Type of vat
Just beJojre^oMinK with akia .
gtoXSg - 2Q can vat
Speed, of bringing to part. ter,p. I hour 2Q mi-fi^to E<
Pasteurizing temp. —1^5°
Length of holding period, 30 gin.
Amount of crean in vat 1p cap,a
Type of agitation _8low paddle
When and how long agitated 1 b.QU£ —
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long.
Type of cooler_ - Oabjnet
Length of pipe line to cooler.
Temp, of crean off cooler
30 Ft.
30?F.
Cream stored in ice water; cold air?__CfllAjtfj£_z. *flfi-B&Qk*L
Final test of croam and acidity. —
Heating medium - l60° F.
Amount of oil in cream from separator.
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding^
Amount of oil in cream after cooling_
Remarks — —
Sol -
Coffee
Test
.. S. C.
Test
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Date October 22, 1936 PlbtRt #1S
Effect to be studied Ho agitation during holding
^ Separating ty^Jo cream
Types of pumps Centrifugal - sceam piston
Location of pumps Centrifugal for milk - piston before cooler
flow high pumped? 15 ft.
f/here is gravity used? None
I. T.Type of preheater?
Separation temp. 85 F.
Ti'ist of resulting cream
When s tanda rd
i
? ed
t
Just before holding with skim
Type of vat ^ray - 20 can
Speed of bringing to pant. tenp. 1 hour 20 min.
Pasteurizing temp. 1^5° F
Length of holding period 30 min.
Amount of cream in vat 1° cans
Type of agitation Blow paddle
When and how long agitated UP until beglnnlng of holding
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long
Type of cooler Cabinet
Length of pipe line to cooler 30 Ft ,
Temp, of cream off cooler 5£
o
Cream stored in ice "-ater; cold air? Cold air - Ice packed
Final test of cream ana acidity 4o> - 9.5 Acid
Coffee 1 ::. S. C.
Keating medium - 160 F. Test j Test
Amount of oil in cream from separator 1 .01
Amount of oil in. cream before holding. .02
Amount of oil in cream after holding 2 || .02
j
Amount of oil in cream after cooling 2 j! .02
Remarks
____ . L —
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Date August 20, 193
6
Effect to be studied
Pli.nt #20
Separating 50/& cream
Oversize Oream Pump — Fast heating
Types of piiftp; Cantrifqgal
Location of pumpg_
How high pumped?'
Before preheat
e
r — before cooler
10 Ft.
Where is gravity used? Hone
Type of preheater?
Separation temp.
I. T.
83° F.
Tost of resulting cream 50$
When s tandarc'1 i zed
Type of vat 15 can glass lined
3ith skim at lH0° F. before holding
Speed of bringing to part. tehp. Held at 1^0° F. while vat filled
Pasteurizing temp. l^g° F. '
Length of holding period 30 min.
Amount of cream in vat 10 cans
Type of agitation Fast propellor
When and how long agitated Off and on while heating
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long
Type of cooler Surface - brine bottom — water top.
Length of pipe lino to cooler 15 ft.
Temp, of bream off cooler 60° ?.
Cream stored in ice water; cold air?.
Final test of cream ana acidity
Ice water
39»5 ~ 9-5 Acid
Heating medium - steam
Amount of oil in cream from separator.
Amount of oil in cream before holding_
Amount of oil in cream after holding
Amount of oil in cream after ceding
Remarks
Coffee
Test
i * • S • C
Test
.01
.03
.03
.oH-
1 hr. at gQ° F. - 30 min. to heat to 1^5° F .
pate Ootober 1936 Plant Vat #
Effect to be studied Prolonged holding at 135QF.
Ho agitation during holding
Types of pumps Centrifugal steam piston
Location of pumps Centrifugal to separator - piston before cooler
Sow high pumped? ^ Ft. , , ,
Where is gravity used? Hone
Type of preaouter? . I » T.
Separation temp. 82 F_i_
TAst of resulting c ream ^2.5 p
When s fcandard i 3 ed At lkO°T. with skim .just before holding
Type of vat ^pray - 15 cans ,
Speed of bringing to part, temp* 2 hours „. —
Pasteurizing temp* 1^5° F.
,
Length of holding r-eriod ^5 rain.
Amount of cream in vat 14 cans , „
Type of agitation Slow paddle
When and how long agitated 2 hours until beginning of holding1 nerind
o
If cooled in vat, to what tamp, and hor long To 153 F. In 5_rnlnJ
Type of cooler Cabinet - sweet water —„ ,
Length of pipe line to cooler 10 Ft . ,
Temp, of cream off cooler 50° |
«
,
— —
Cream stored in ice -vater; cold air? Cold air „
Final test of c rears acidity Hc4 - 9.5 Aold__ . —
_
Coffee , . o. o.
Heating medium - l6d° F. Test | Test
Amount of oil in cream from separator _
—
amount of oil in cream before holding „
Amount of oil in cream after hol-Mnf , • *£3_
f
Amount of oil in cream after cooling \ *£3-
^03
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nate October 23, 1936
Effect to be studied
Plant #13
Cooling in Vat
Prolonged holding at 1^5° F.
Types of punps_ Centrifugal
Location of pumps_
How high pumped?_
To preheater
No pump for creara
VJhere is gravity uned?_
Type of preheater?
Separation temp.
From vat to jug
I. T.
_5° F.
T^st of resulting cream_
When s tanda rcl i z ed
Type of vat
k2$
After pasteurizing and cooling with pasteurized
-*
gicira. -
Spray - 10 can
Speed of bringing to part, tempi
14-5° F.
Pasteurizing tempi
1 hour 10 rain.
Length of holding period.
Amount of cream in vat
Type of agitation
70 rain.
6 cans
Slow propellor
When and how long agitated_
Up to 1^5° F. - 1 hour 10 rain - Cooling 1 hr.
,0
If cooled in vat, to what tenp. and how long
Cooled in vat with ice water
Type of cooler 1
To 70 F. in 1 hr.
Length of pipe line to cooler_
Temp, of crean off cooler.
70° F. frora vat
Cream stored in ice water; cold air'
Final test of cream and acidity
Ice water
HOt - 9.5 Acid
Heating medium - 160 F.
Amount of oil in cream from separator.
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding__
Amount of oil in cream after cooling_
Coffee
Test
La • S • C •
Test
.005
.01
,03
.05
nate October gg, 1936 Plc.nt #18 f~
Effect to te studied No agitation during holding
Fill vat fast - standardising at l4o° F
p
Types of pumps Centrifugal - steam piston
Location of puinps Centrifugal tp separator - piston to cooler
How high pumped? 15 Ft,
Where is gravity used? Hone
Type of preneater? 1» T.
Separation temp. Airtight cream gQ°F. - ordinary - 90° F.
Thst of resulting cream ^3/°
When standardized Just before holding *ith skim
Type of vat Spray - 20 ov.na
Speed of bringing to pant, fcerap. Vat filled ^r ^^ m at-*-^° F in 2 hours.
Pasteurizing temp. ±^)° y
Length of holding period ~$2 min.
Amount of cream in vat lg cans
Type of agitation Slow paddle
When and how long agitated .2 hours up until holdinp- ; eriod begins
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and hor long
Tyye of cooler I. T. street water
,
Length of pipe line to cooler 30 Ft,
Temp, of cream off cooler 50° F,
Cream stored in ice water; cold, air? Cold air - Ice packed
Final test of cream ana acidity ^Q':r» " 9.5 *cid
Coffee ~
:
:.. S. C
^eating medium - 160 F. Test ! Test
Amount of oil in creara from separator t »PQ„.
Amount of oil in cream before holding
Jj
.«0£
Amount of oil in cream after holding j _____
I
Amount of oil in cream after cooling \ __L_
Remarks
,
;
L . ...
Aug. 21, I936 ,20
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Date.
Effect to be studied
Plt.nt
High Separating Temperature
Fast PrnpflilftT
Types of pumps. Centrifugal
Location of pumps Centrifugal before preheater- before
ilow high pumped? ^ 1° ft.
Where is gravity used?
Type of preheater?
Separation terap.
none
I.T.
I20°F.
T-'ist of resulting crear:i__
When s tanda rd i 7 ed none neoessary
Type of vat 15 can glass - lined
Speed of bringing to part, terip . 30
Pasteurizing temp.
Length of holding period 3Q 'aln*
Amount of cream in vat *Q cans
Type of agitation fast propeller
When and how long agitated. and on to heatup - not *hile_ holding.
If cooled in vat, to what tenp . and hor long
Type of cooler surface - brine bq^^^-^jmter^jto^
Length of pipe line to pooler %5 t%k .
Temp, of cream off cooler. 60°F.
Cream stored in ice '*ater; cold air'
Final test of cream and acidity
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding.
Amount of oil in cream after cooling.
R einark s —
ice water
9.5 aoid
Coffee it j.. • S • C •
Test ; Test
.01
.03
i01
.OH-
-6&-
pat.ft October 2*4-. 1936 :plant
Effect to be studied Fast heating
JUL
Small a^o^nt, ggggj Sfl vat »-
Xypes of pun;
-
): Centrifugal - steam piston
Location of pumps.
%&$ Wgfe pumped?_
Centrifugal for milk - -piston before onniar
15 Ft.
mmm %9 gravity used? iWML
Type of prehcater?
Separation temp. 85° g
Tdst of resulting cream 35£
When s tandard i z ed a
Type of vat
Hot standardized
Spray - 20 can
Speed of bringing to par-t. tor. p.
Pasteurizing teap*
3A hour
155°F
,
Length of holding period 30 rain.
Amount of cream in vat r> cans 1—
Type of agitation Slow, Pad^e~
When and how long agitated „3/^ hour
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and bm long.
Type of cooler Cabinet .
Length of pipe line to cooler.
Temp, of crean off cooler
30 Ft.
50° F.
Cream stored in ice wfcMI cold air? Oold air - Ice pack,
Final test of cream ^nd^a^idity, 25% - 9
^>f^
Heating medium - 160 F.
Amount of oil in cream from separator.
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding_
Amount of oil in cream after cooling_
Test
0
q P
Test
_^QQ5
.04.
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nate Aisraet 21 1 1936 Plant #20 .
Effect to be studied Fast Propellor - Extreme Agitation
t
Oversize cream puap
•Types of punps Centrifugal
Location of pumps tefore separator -» before cooler
Sow high pumped? 9 Ft*
Where is gravity used? %oa»
Type of preaeater?
Separation temp. a(P ;<\
T< :ist of resulting cream ^SoL
Phen s tandard i z ed At 1^0° P« just before holding - aklra
Type of vat Glass lined ~ .15 can
Speed of bringing to pant, temp. ?0 rain
Pasteurizing temp, 1^0° ?.
Length of holding period^ ?0 min
Amount of cream in vat
,
10 cane
Type of agitation Fast propellor
When and how long agitated 1 rr. 20 'aln, - during holding
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long . ;
Tyre of eooler Surface - gater top brine bot tom
Length of pipe line to cooler lJLJ-*2.-
:emp, of cream off cooler 60 ?«
Cream stored in ice "-ater; cold air? , , Ice -ster
Final te ^t nf cream, ana acidity lK)y!> -91
Heatins medium - steam
Coffee i~. S. C.
Test j Test
Amount of oil in cream from separator
amount of oil in cream before holding J aQl.
Amount of oil in cream after holding \ , &PJL.
Amount of oil in cream after cooling—, , L.
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Date_ October lg, 1936
Effect to be studied
J2-
Coil Vat
Types of pumps. _0gn.tr ifugal
Before preheater_
Oream is not pumped^
Location of pumps
How high pumped?
Where is gravity used? Drawing oreaTj__fjfgm_vat
Type of prehoater? i*_J*_2__,
Separation temp. &5° F.
Tost of resulting creamj__4
\fo.en s tandard i z ed Ho^jB^^i^ized
Type of vat_ 30 gaaafcooiljyat
Sueed of bringing to pant. temp. —30 min »
Pasteurizing temp 1^4-° F .
Length of holding period.
Amount of cream in vat
Type of agitation
50 min.
12 cans
Fast coil
When and how long agitated„.HeaJ_ij_^^
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long 70° Ft -In 30 min
.
Type of cooler —
Length of pipe line to cooler
H-lft - 10 Acid
i. , . s . c
Temp, of cream off cooler JP° drawn frogLJgajL
Cream stored in ice water; cold air?
Ice_water
Final test o f .cream and acidity
Heating medium - steam in coils
Amount of oil in cream from separator
amount of oil in cream before holding
Amount of oil in cream after holding.
Amount of oil in cream after cooling.
Remarks ____aw_^eam J^^
Test Test
,005
__Q3
_^ol
-71-
npte August 20
,
19^6 Plant #20
Effect to be studied T7o agitation uuri m-: holding ..
Types of pumps_
Location of pumps Before separa tor - be fore cooler.
How high pumped? fn Ft. .
Where is gravity used? ^ona ,
Type of preheater? I . k w
Separation temp. acf v„
TA$t of resulting cream hrvt
When s tandarcl i z ed Bone neceR.s;. .:,y~
Type of vat_ 1Q Can -B-gla ss 14«gd-
Speed . of bringing to past, teiap. !Rn°F. in ?0 min. - .flrryhnRrl to V35°F .
Pasteurizing temp.
_
.
i.50° JL: ——. — :
Length of holding period ,30 ^in. , ——
Amount of cream in vat 6 cans.
Type of agitation ?aat ^rop^llor.
When and how long agitated_qn_and_ of f - not during homing.
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long _ _
Type of cooler jg h brine bottom ~ water top »
Length of pipe line to cooler 3j>
Temp, of cream off cooler_ 60^E.
Cream stored in ice v/ater; cold air? Icpi watft j
Coffee
Test ! Test
Final test of cream and acidity 9> 5 .—.—^——
g-
.
—•—
-
.
Heating medium - steam
Amount of oil in cream from separator
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding L
Amount of oil in cream, after cooling j .02.
1 .0114:
• JQ2
R eiaark s Poor t^P^^TP nnnt-rnl of hpatlnr fiprHnwr,
-72-
Date_ August 22, 1936 Plant
Effect to be studied Agitation during holding
Holding at 135 F. till vat fills - prolonged agitation
Types of punp: Centrifugal
Location of puaps_
flow high pumped?_
Before separator - oefore cooler
10 Ft.
Where is gravity used?_
Type of preheater?
Separation temp.
Hone
I. T.
T.ist of resulting cream "39*5 p
V/hen standardized
Type of vat_
Hone necessary
3uray vat - aeninel control
Speed of bringing to pant. ter.,p. Held at 135° till vat is full
Pasteurizing temp. 1^5°
Length of holding period 31 min
Amount of cream in vat Full 20 pans
Type of agitation Slow paddlfl
When and how long agitated Agitated until after holding - 5 hra.
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and bow long Passed over cooler at 1^5° F,
Type of cooler 3-qrfaoe
Length of pipe line to cooler Jj§JHbi
r-~0 „
. of croan off cooler.
Final test of cream and acidity
Heating medium - l60° F.
air? Cold air
*q.R - 10.0 Acid
Coffee
Test i
ia • S « C •
Test
3.rator 0 Trace
amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding_
Amount of oil in cream after cooling_
•01
.01
Reiaaafes g ftffia WESm from yfc&k 26 rinmpftri in vat aite :
-73-
Date_ August £U_JL33l Plcr-nt #19
Effect to be studied Prolo ^-ed holding at 133° F.
Ho arritation during holding - cooled partially In vat.
Types of pu&ps_ Centrifugal
Location of pumps.
How high pumped?
3efore separator - before cooler
10 Ft.
Where is gravity used'?,.
Type of preheater?
Separation tercp.
None
JS5°F-_
T^st of resulting cream Varied 37 to 45^ from separr-tor
When s tanda rcl
i
z ed Just before holding with skim
Type of vat Spray - sent inel control - 15 can
Speed of bringing to past. temp. 25 nin to 145° F. from 135 F.
Pasteurizing temp. 143° F,
Length of holding period.
Amount of cream in vat
Type of agitation
yi ibin
12 eans
Slow paddle
When and how long agitated. 5 hrs. at 135 y»
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and ho;- long To 65° F. in 30 min
Type of cooler Surface
Length of pipe line to cooler,
i. of cream off cooler
Cream stored in ice ''.water; cold air'
Final test of cream and acidity
Cold air
Coffee LI. S. C.
Test Test
0 .005
3 .03
Amount of oil in cream from separator.
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding.
Amount of oil in cream after cooling.
Remarks 5 .jugs of plant 26 cream added to vat just before standardising.
? Q3
.04
-7'4-
Date October 20, 19?6 Pli.nt__ £20
Effect to be studied Ho}d at s eparating tempo rature until vat fills.
„-„
^p, agitation during holding - Fast heating.
Types of pumps Centrifugal
Location of pumps Before separator - before cooling
j0 vv high pumped? in Ft.
Where is gravity used? ftnn«
Type of preueater? I, !.
Separation temp. #5° F.
Tost of resulting cream . toft
When s tandard i z ed v^-rnr* holding «ith skim
Type of vat 10 »a p g as s lined - Lo vat
Speed, of bringing to part. teop. t hr at .ftg°F. - & nr. to i 1^ 1!
0 F,
Pasteurizing temp.
_l*j#°f.
Length of holding period min
Amount of cream in vat 6 nana
Type of agitation, 31 mr pTopftllOX
When and how long agitated ^ hmit wnV>« heating - 5 min to cool
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and her long To 17>5°? ~ 5,nin.
Type of nr.nlsr *Wf^ too - brine nottp m. ,
Length of pipe line to cooler 15 yt»-
Temp, of cream off f.nnl t?r n0° F. —
Coffee i ;;. S,
Cream stored in ice :*ster; cold air? ?pe water
Final test of cream and acidity ~ 9.5
~~
a
Test i Test
Heating medium - steam
j
Amount of oil in cream from separator fi L —xfiQS
amount of oil in cream before holding Z 1 «02
Amount of oil in cream after holding 2. \ •OS-
Amount of oil in cream after cooling
—
-75-
pa te October 21, 1936 ?Ii.nt #16 ,
Effect to be studied Oooleain vat to 12^° F.
JTat III Ho agitation during p ooling Mp\ A
|
Tvpes of pumps Centrifugal - steam platon
Location Of pumps Centrifugal before separator - piston harm** f!n^aT
g®M high pumped? 15 Ft.
Where is gravity used? Hone . _
Type of preaouter? I. T»
Separation temp.
,
.
9Q° F>
T-'ist of resulting creaa fo5$
When s tandard i 2 ed At 1*K)° F. .just before holding - skim.
Type of vat 20 can spray
Speed of bringing to paf-t. teop. 1 hour.
Pasteurizing temp. 1^5° Eg
Length of holding r.-oriod 31 tain.
Amount of cream in vat 18 cans u _ .
Type of agitation_ Slow paddle
When and how long s-tHfr.-^.i Op until be^inninfr: of holding - pooling
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long From 1^5° - 12ll
Q F in 10 rain.
Cabinet — sweet waterType of cooler
Length of pipe line to cooler ?t,
Temp, of cro;.n off cocler_ 55°
Cream s tored in ice -vater; cold air? Cold air - Ice packed-
Final test of rr.w, and acidity - 9. 5 AcidCoffee s «•>! Bi mi
Heating medium - l60° F. Test
j
Test
Amount of oil in cream from separator j ,
—-01
amount of oil in cream before holding J *£2
It
Amount of oil in cream after holding _
Amount of oil in cream after cooling } *QX
r n b « lalt jug of cream over cooler .02
iw^u-g nY t.h ja time the, JLa^jLJlMg-hM,. been lifflfl 50 <* in at. 1^5° F .
-76-
nate 16, 1936 Pli.nt #10
Effect to be studied Prolonged holding with Agitation at 135° f
Agitation d;- : in;; holding
Types of pumps Centrifugal - steam piston
Location of puiapsCentrifugal before separator - piston from vat
flow 'nigh pumped? 10 Ft.
Where is gravity used? Hone
Type of preaouter? I* T .
Separation temp. 85° - 90° F.
T>'-!st of resulting cream ^3j>
When s tandard
i
2 ed At l4o° ?i just before holding - skim
Type of vat jpray - Sentinel control-15 can
o
Speed of bringing to past* tmp* Held at 1^5 F. while vat fills
Pasteurizing t£?ap. 1^3° F.
Length of holding period ?0 mln.
amount of cream in vat 12 c^ns
Type of agitation 31ow paddl e
When and how long agitated Four hoiire from beginning to end
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and hor long To 70° F. - 50 rain.
Type of cooler No coole r
Length of pipe line to cooler..
Temp, of croan off cooler_
;
Cream stored in ice ^ater; cold air? Ice vrater
Final test of p roam ani acidity 40& - 9.5 Acid
~~ Coffee 1
Heating medium - 150° F. Test [
Amount of oil in cream from separator
^
Amount of oil in cream before holding |
Amount of oil in cream after hul1lng_ 4-
I
Amount of oil in cream after cooling 1
:;. S. C.
Test
.oos
.Ok
.0*1
-77-
Date 0ct. p? f 193S Pla,nt
Effect to be Studied nreatn , Fa8t Prope3Ao^
No agllftt ion during holding .l - -
Types of pumps QantTlfn^al - ntenm piston
Location of pumps Centrifugal for milk - piston hafnrp n00ier
How high pumped? 1^ ft-, ,
,
Where is gravity Used? Tfflttft
Type of preho:.i.ter?___xJL
Separation temp. g»
>
Tost of resulting croan
When standardized *+ ion°13Qu-g-be.foj^-holding-
Type of vat Glass lined ~-ster:.m -jaoket
Speed of bringing to par:t. fcerip. 2 hours
Pasteurizing temp. 1^5° F ,
Length of holding period 30 a j
_n
Amount of cream in vat Eull-
Type of agitation Ea^iuprapeXlor
When and how long agitated tfat il holding period begins - 2r hours-
Type of cooler f!aMnat
Length of pipe line to cooler jq pt .
Temp, of cream off cooler 4q° 7
Cream stored in ice water; cold air? Cold Mr - ice packed
Final test of cream and acidity 20£L*—.12 acid
Amount of oil in cream from separator l J
Amount of oil in cream before holding ^ 1 rOl—
Amount of oil in cream after holding 3. f tQ1
11
Amount of oil in cream after cooling 3. J ^
Remark s Faq-fr prop?l ln T' Tn ' t w111 *int "ffnnt, tight nrnrm n.a PHiftjv
as heavy cream.
-72-
Date Oct^ 2k t 19% Pl^ t 13
Effect to be studied Fast hei ting-
Vat III - Vat filled fast
Types of pumps Cent -i f-; ^1 - ^te^m Piston
Location of pumps Centrifugal for milk - piston [o .cooler*,
Bow high pumped? 1 ~ ft
.
Where is gravity used? ^o^e
Type of preheater? I T,
Separation temp. F
.
Tost of resulting cream ^-0.5 Airtight luf ore; i na.y^ or
When s tandarcl i z ed Just before hol d ing* with skim
Type of vat Spray ?Q can s
Speed of bringing to pant, temp, 1 hour 20 min.
Pasteurizing temp. 1^%° Tr .
Length of holding period 3° f''-in - slow --amp - la -_t it - ^0 min
Amount of cream in vat 16 cans - full
Type of agitation
When and how long agitated Up till be; inning of holding period
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long
Type of cooler Cabinet - swe^t water
Length of pipe line to cooler "^0 ft.
emp, of cream off cooler
Cream stored in ice waterj cold air? ry air - ice racked
Final test of cream ana acidity {+0^ .10 fci
Heating medium - 190° F.
Amount of oil in cream from separator.
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Coffee L.% a S • C •
Test i Test
0 .005
2 .0-
Amount of oil in cream after holding 2 I .03
Amount of oil in cream after cooling 2 J .03
Remarks Heated 1^5° t.o l*^
0 in 5 min.
|
-79-
Date_ Oct. ?Q. 1936 Plan b J2£L
Effect to be studied Agitation dur ing holding
Holding at l"^5°p. while vat fills
Types of pumps_ entrig
Location of pumps Before separat or - before cooler
ilov/ high pumped? 10 ft.
Where is gravity used? none
Type of preheater?
Separation temp.
I.T.
?5°F.
T.'^st of resulting cream
When standardized Just before holding
Type of vat Glass lined - Phaudler - Low vat - 15 ggnj
Speed of bringing to part, te'.p. ?j> hours
o
Pasteurizing temp. F.
Length of holding period_
Amount of cream in vat
Type of agitation
30 min.
6 cans
Slow propellor
WhSJS and how long agitated 2y hour s to end of holding period,
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long 1^°F. to 130°F. in 10
Type of coole r Surface - water top - brine bottom
Length of pipe line to cooler 13 ft. a
u of croan off cooler
mm.
60° F.
Ice water
acidity IWi .1? acid
Coffee
Test | Test
from separator Trace .005
Heating medium - steam
Amount of oil in cream
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding_
Amount of oil in cream after cooling__
Remarks
.01
.01
Date Oct. 22
r
19^6 PItilt i_13
Effect to be studied Past. l60° F.
Vat I II Agitation during holding;
Types of pumns Centrifugal - ateo .m piston
Location of pumps Centrifugal for milk - piston before cooler
Bow high pumped? 15 ft . , ..
Where is gravity used? None „
Type of preao:,ter? I» , T.
Separation temp. 8^
0F
Test of resulting crear
When Standardized Just before holding: wi th skim
Type of vat Spray - 20 cane
Speed of bringing to pant. temp. ? hour at 90° - 1 hour ..ft. 1nO°F.
Pasteurizing temp. i^O^JL
Length of holding period ^0 min.
Amount of cream in vat lo cans
Type of agitation
When and wffl long agitated^Jlour_toJL60°F^_- j hour at l60° F t
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and tow long
Type of cooler Cabinet -_wreet_water
Length of pipe line to cooler
:emp. of cream off cooler
Cream stored in ice 'voter; cold air?,
-4kM&^tt±**-*m
Final test of crew jmajic^MlX i»# *
'coffee^ i
'
'-'
« S>. C
^eating medium - 170° F. Test Test
Amount of oil in cream from separa^r.
Amount of oil in cream before holding
Amount of oil in cream after holding
Auount of oil in cream after cooling
0 Trace
r /~<43CF 1" .01
.02
.01
\ .02
pate - October 20 , 1936 Plant £2Q
Effect to be Studied Standardizing at 120° F-
-Si-
Types of feunps Centrifugal
Location of pumps BefQre separator - before cooler
jew high pumped? 10—Fiu.
Where is gravity used?.. Kerne . _
Type of prenecter?
Separation temp. 35° F_
Test of resulting cream
Wlien s tanda 9d i zed At la^F^du^n^h^ating,,
Type of vat \n nan - g-lass_JLined_^ In vat—
Speed of bringing to past. temp. l_iiQiir_
Pasteurizing temp. —__
Length of holding period 30 min. —
Amount of cream in vat
Type of agitation Slow $xquqHqjl
When and how Jong agitated tJ^mMJ^J^Jm O^^ M nf holding period
If cooled in vat, to. what temp, and hov? long J m i n t.n 1^5° ft
Tyre of ^nifi r. surface - brine bottom - ,watex_top «
Length of pipe line to cooler .15 Ft. Lu~.—*
Temp, of cream off cooler _60° F^
Cream stored in ice water 1 cold air?_ Tee water , .
Final test WLMmiUm&~J^M 39 %j&fl|f Aaid, 1 ;,. S . C.
Test i Test
Heating medium - steam ;,
Amount of oil in cream from separator , ^0%
amount of oil in cream before 'standard i zing £ 1?n°4 . r&L-
Amount of oil in cream after
1
I
:
'• «£i JLJL2C£jU~ M
Araount of oil in cream after cooling 1
Remarks,
pn t.e May 15. 1936
Effect to be studied_
..
Plant.
Ooil Vat
-S2-
Types of pumps.
C!qq^ ij^vat.
Centrifugal
Location of pumps.
How high pumped?_
Receiving .vat to preheater
Ho pump for cream
,
Where is gravity used?.
Type of preneater?
Separation terap.
Pasteurizing vat to jug
I. f.
&5° f.
T^st of resulting cream.
When s tandard i z ed
Type of vat_
ML
Jijbh_slcira at lUO° F. before holding
~}Q can coil vat
Speed of bringing to part, ter.p. Cream in vat at 80° F. for |j hrs. .
XW F.Pasteurizing temp.
Length of holding r^riod 30 mjn.
Amount of cream in vat 6 o"ns
Type of agitation. Ooil
When and Wm long H^^^MJMMMKLMJdMjA cooling.
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and hor long , 20 min to 7Q° F .
Type of ™ni p»r None (—,
Length of pipe line to cooler.
Temp, of cream off cooler
Cream stored an ice -reter; cold air?
Final test of cream and acidity
Ace water
|gg - 10 aoid
Coffee
Heating medium - hot water in coil - l60°Fffest
. • S « C •
Test
Amount of oil in crean from separator.
Amount of oil in cream before holding.
Amount of oil in cream after holding_
Amount of oil in cream after cooling_
Remarks
nat.e October 30. 1936" Plunt f39.
. L Vfl e +.nl .-i4«ri Standardizing at 90° F.Effect to !.£• studio' t_
-23-
Hold at 90° P. while vat fills - fast heating
Types of pumps Centrifugal
Location of pumps Before separator - before cooler
How high pumped? 10 Ft>
Where is gravity used? Kone , ^
Type of preimater? *« •
Separation temp. &5 F<
Tost of resulting cream
When standardized At 90° F , just before applying heat
Type of vat 10 Q&P * gif^tiJggi- " Lo vat
Speed of bringing to pant. teop. 30 mln *
Pasteurizing temp. ±Z?
—
1*—-—
Length of holding r»f>'fl6d t$J*X*d , .
Amount of cream in vat_. g Gans
Type of agitation Slow propeller
1' 4-. 4-« i ^0 min to heat - 5 min of coolingWhen and how long agitated ?u x -w „
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and how long g
mln to 135 *
Surface - brine bottom - water top
Tyye of cooler___^t±_
Length of pipe line to cooler 1
60° F.
Temp, of croam off cooler .
n i „0 loe water
Cream stored in ice water; cold. air:_
39.5 - 9.5 Acid
Final test of cream ana acidity
-CoTfe~i
\
"
S. C
Heating medium - steam Test j Test
.005I
Amount of oil in cream from ^p^^Hg^-^^-
Amount of oil in cream before Lulling at VU° F.l
"
Amount of oil in cream after WHWg„ _ , L
.005
.005
Amount of oil in cream after cooling.
Remarks
. ,
—
I
Date June 10 > !936 Plant #g°
Effect to be studied Faet propellor
Types of piiraps Centrifugal
Location of pumps 3efore separator - before cooler
Bow high pumped? Ft.
Where is gravity used? None
Type of preheater? ^-
Separation temp. 90° - 100° F.
TAst of resulting cream 39«!
When s tandard i zed None necessary
Type of vat 10 can - glass 13ined
Speed of bringing to past. temp.. 25 min at 100° F, - 35 min at 135° F,
Pasteurizing temp. 146° F.
Length of holding period 35 min
amount of cream in vat 6 cans , ,
Type of agitation Fast pronellor , .
When and how long agitated„35j*ln at 135° *. -
If cooled in vat, to what temp, and ho* long *<> 3-30° F» In 15 min.
Type of nnoiP r Surface - brine _
Length of pipe line to cooler VS f*«
Temp, of cream off cooler ... JJ ~ _
Cream stored in ice water; cold air?, jjjgJg****
Test
,005
Finn! test o f cream and acidi ty 39, 5 " 9*5 , _
—
^
—
Coffee
Heating medium - steam Test
1
Amount of oil in cream from separator
Amount of oil in cream before holding. 1
k
Amount of oil in cream after holding
Amount of oil in cream after cooling 3
Remarks
,
,03
,03
-r
it
-S5-
nate October 19. 1936 Plant #1^ Vat , # , , , ,
Effect to be studied VP t fills fast and is not, held at 135° F.
until ready for pasteurization.
Types of punns Centrifugal - steam piston
Location of puhps Centrifugal to separator - piston before cooler
clow high pumped? ^ Ft. ,—.
Where is gravity used? None
Type of preaoater? I. T.
Separation temp. X«
T.ist of resulting ereaa ^2fo
When s tandardi z ed At. 1^0° F. with skim just before
Type of vat Spray - 15 cans , ,—,
Speed of bringing to part, ter-p.
Pasteurizing temp. Jk^5° F.
1 hour
Length of holding period 30 min.
Amount of cream in vat 1*1 cans
Type of agitation alow paddle..
When and bow long *gf»-"*^i
' %K min. until beginning of .fraldjng
If cooled in vat, to what teiap . and hor long l^f F ip »j mill.
Tyce of cooler Cabinet - sweet_watgr_
Length of pipe lino to cooler_ 10_F_i.».
Temp, of croan off cocler_ 50° F r
Cream stored in ice --veter; cold air? 0ol<i_alr ,
Final test of r.v*™ and acidity JK)_1 - 9*5 AcidCoffee ' o. v
Heating ^edium - l60° F. Test Test
__tQ05_Amount of oil in crean from separator , f
amount of oil in crean before holiing „
Amount of oil in cream after holiing
Amount of oil in cream after cooling _ _
.01
.01


